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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

TELEPHONE CONVERSATION RECORD

Conversation Date  12/23/04

Time 10:00 a.m.

Mail Control No.:  License No.: Docket No.:

135933 37-28611-01 030-32069

Licensee/Applicant Participant(s): Organization: Telephone No.:

Ramsis Barsoum, Licensee Contact ALCOA KAMA  732 388 2300

Person(s) Calling: Sattar Lodhi

Subject: Details of Krypton 85 Sealed Source

Summary:  

The licensee requested (letter dated 10/28/04) to add a Kr 85 gauge to its license. 
The licensee stated that the gauge is being transferred from their facilities in Toronto
to their facilities in Avenel, NJ.  The licensee stated that another gauge is also being
transferred from Toronto to their facilities for disposal.  The licensee did not provide
the required information about the gauges. (Manufacturer, model number, etc.)  It
could not be determined if the gauges were registered. 

I tried to contact Patrick Cain, the Plant Engineer, and any other person who could
provide details of this transfer, but being holiday season, no one was available from
the technical staff.  I left messages on voice mails, and finally sent e-mail message to
Plant Engineer and the Operations Manager reminding them that possession of
licensed material without a license is a violation of NRC regulations and that they
must not use the device unless it is authorized by their license.

Later Ramsis Barsoum called me to discuss the issue.  He stated that the devices
have been shipped from Canada and are probably at the plant site.  He had another
individual from their Canadian facility on line who stated that the devices are made by
Indev Gauging Systems (815 282 4463) and I should contact Dave Smalleys (630
842 1483) or Mike Lesters (630 258 8287) to determine if the devices are registered.
He offered to have any one of these two gentlemen call me to provide the details of
the devices.  I talked to Dave Smalleys who confirmed that the devices are registered
and gave me the SSD registration number (IL-1079-D-101-G).

The SSD web site has been down for the last three days, and I was unable to confirm
this certificate.  I told Ramsis Barsoum that if this is correct certificate, then they do
not need to have it on their license because the certificate number indicates that it is
a general license device.   

Action Required/Taken:  Document/Void action after confirming the certificate.

Prepared By: Sattar Lodhi Date: 12/23/04


